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Why do we need to be Zen?



Posterior Distribution of Precipitation & 
Erodibility 25M years ago

Why do we need to be Zen?
• Because quantifying uncertainty in 

natural resources environments is very 
difficult



Natural Resources are small data,
complex model problems

Natural Resources :

• Sparse and Ambiguous Data

• Complex Systems

• Extreme Outcomes

• Irreversible Decisions

Bayesian Methods Offer:

• Principled Data Fusion Models

• Explicitly Models of Complexity

• Uncertainty Quantification 

• Improved predictability

Quantification of uncertainty is 
fundamental

Quantifying uncertainty at every
stage of the process

What I learnt along the way… 
Lesson 1: Be Bayesian



Natural Resources are small data,
complex model problems

6

• Multiple (infinite) explanations for a given set of 
outcomes. In essence these are all inversion problems.

• Constraining the model space is key.

• Bayesian Reasoning; Information Fusion. Information 
from data and  physical models via likelihood, 
Information from expert opinion and previous research 
via priors to yield posteriors. 

• Posteriors difficult to explore, HMC requires gradients; 
Variational Inference can’t cope

Ingredients



Bayesian Approach to Inversion problems in Natural 
Resources

1. Geothermal Energy:
Geology up to 5 km 

below the earths 
surface

2. What can we learn about 
Paleoclimate from Landform 

Changes. 

Small data problems; very little data on the quantity of interest

3.Formation of Coral Reefs. 

What I learnt along the way… 
Lesson 2: Big Data is not the solution to the universe’s problems. 
Fusing relevant information is the way to go



Bayesian Approach to Inversion problems in Natural 
Resources

Examples

Need to combine physical and statistical models



Bayesian Approach to Inversion problems in Natural 
Resources

Examples

Ambiguous data, decisions with long-term impacts, uncertain futures and 
heterogeneous  stakeholders.

What could possibly go wrong?



Bayesian Approach to Inversion problems in Natural 
Resources Geology 

What I learnt along the way… 
Lesson 3: Geophysicists are not Geologists

• Interest centres on a non-parametric imaging 
of the subsurface

• Model parameters are subsurface 
segmentation and rock properties

• Bayesian techniques such as MCMC are  
commonly used (Mosegaard and Tarantola, 
1995; Mosegaard and Sambridge, 2002; 
Sambridge et al., 2012).

Geophysicists Geologists

• Interest centres on interpretation of 
nonparametric sub-surface and inferring 
geological histories and processes

• Geological uncertainty can be considered on 
its own by generating multiple random 
realizations of geological datasets

• Uncertainty quantification is often limitedto
sampling from the prior.

Integrated Bayesian workflows that make inference over geological parameters using 
geophysical data are relatively rare. (Obsidian (2016), Wellmann et al. (2018) 

GravityMagnetics

Geological Maps are 
models

Wiluna Bedrock



Data
• Sensor Data

• Gravity, Electromagnetics , 
MagneticTellurics, Seismic data

• Boreholes and on-ground samples
• Geological Expert Knowledge
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Johnson+ 2013 (seimic interpretation)

Decisions
• How to combine all sources of 

information
• Make uncertainty qualified predictions 

of geology for optimal use of 
Australia’s resources

The prototype geophysics problem



Bayesian Fusion Synthetic Example

‘Real’
profile

“How deep is the basement?”

Basement at 10 
km

Joint MT and gravity inversion: Basement most likely at 
10 km

Honest uncertainty and ambiguity is key to fusion



Bayesian Approach to Inversion problems in Natural 
Resources

GeologistsStatisticians, ML 
geophysicists

World 
Models   θ

Data   y

Integrating geology, rock properties, geophysics, and Bayesian statistics



Inference regarding the world via  P(θ|data), 
Obsidian Framework; a static case

Propose a World (θ) Voxelize

Compare with data and accept/reject 
with usual Metropolis-Hastings ratio

Physical models

So turn the MCMC handle and estimate P(θ|data), easy…

Beardsmore et al  2016



Exploring the posterior 𝑃𝑃(𝜃𝜃|𝑌𝑌):  
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Sambridge 2002

toy problem

Here be Dragons
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toy problem

Posterior of fault position from gravity inversion

Joint Posterior of rainfall and erodibility 25 M years ago

Here be Dragons

Exploring the posterior 𝑃𝑃(𝜃𝜃|𝑌𝑌):  



Exploring the posterior 𝑃𝑃(𝜃𝜃|𝑌𝑌):  
What is going on? Problem 1

Simplest Problem
A subsurface sphere. Goal is to detect its size (radius) and rock 
properties (density) given gravity measurements at surface

What I learnt along the way… 
Lesson Number 4: Start Simple



Exploring the posterior 𝑃𝑃(𝜃𝜃|𝑌𝑌):  
What is going on? Problem 1

Cross Section of True Rock 
Density 

Gravity Field at Surface

Cross section of 𝑃𝑃(𝜃𝜃|data)

Fine GridCoarse Grid Coarse Grid with 
anti-aliasing

Discretization of Space
We generated data from the model 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 = 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 𝜃𝜃 + 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗; 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗~𝑁𝑁(0,𝜎𝜎2)
Detection of a subsurface spherical object using gravity measurements at 
surface
• 𝜃𝜃 is sphere radius and density, 𝜌𝜌 = 3𝑀𝑀

4𝜋𝜋𝑅𝑅3

Scalzo et al (2020)  In prep



Exploring the posterior 𝑃𝑃(𝜃𝜃|𝑌𝑌):  
What is going on?

• Discontinuities in rock properties occur whenever the 
spheres radius crosses a voxel

• Using a finer grid or anti-aliasing works

Cross Section of True Density 

Gravity Field at Surface

Cross section of 𝑃𝑃(𝜃𝜃|data)

Fine GridCoarse Grid
Coarse Grid with 

anti-aliasing



Exploring the posterior 𝑃𝑃(𝜃𝜃|𝑌𝑌):  
What is going on? Problem 2
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toy problem

Posterior of fault position from gravity inversion

Joint Posterior of rainfall and erodibility 25 M years ago



Exploring the posterior 𝑃𝑃(𝜃𝜃|𝑌𝑌):  
What is going on? Problem 2

Curse of Dimensionality; Nonparametric estimates of 
subsurface structure lie in an infinite-dimensional space 

Left to right:

• Isotropic random
walk θt+1 = θt + ρN(0, I)

• Anisotropic random
walk θt+1 = θt + ρN(0, Σ)

• pCN θt+1 = (1-ρ2)1/2 θt

+ ρN(0, Σ)

• pCN is robust w.r.t. dim

• Target = 2-D Gaussian



Exploring the posterior 𝑃𝑃(𝜃𝜃|𝑌𝑌):  
What is going on? Problem 2

Curse of Dimensionality; Nonparametric estimates of 
subsurface structure lie in an infinite-dimensional space 

Left to right:

• Isotropic random
walk θt+1 = θt + ρN(0, I)

• Anisotropic random
walk θt+1 = θt + ρN(0, Σ)

• pCN θt+1 = (1-ρ2)1/2 θt

+ ρN(0, Σ)

• pCN is robust w.r.t. dim

• Target = 100-D Gaussian



Exploring the posterior 𝑃𝑃(𝜃𝜃|𝑌𝑌):  
What is going on? Problem 3

Local shape of the posterior varies across parameter space; 

Posterior Probability of Granite at depth of 3.5 km



Exploring the posterior 𝑃𝑃(𝜃𝜃|𝑌𝑌):  
What is going on? Problem 3

Solution: is Parallel Tempering; 

β = 1

β = 0.25

β = 0.0625



Exploring the posterior 𝑃𝑃(𝜃𝜃|𝑌𝑌):  
What is going on? Problem 3

Solution: Parallel Tempering and within 
chain pCN proposals

Scalzo, R. and Kohn, D. and Olierook, H. and Houseman, G. 
and Chandra, R. and Girolami, M. and Cripps, S.(2019)
Efficiency and robustness in Monte Carlo sampling for 3-D 
geophysical inversions with Obsidian v0.1.2: setting up for 
successGeosci. Model Dev.



Exploring the posterior 𝑃𝑃(𝜃𝜃|𝑌𝑌):  
Results 

Probability of Granite in Cooper Basin
at level 5 (a,b) and level 6 (c,d)



Extending work to other locations
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Field labels come
from people just
walking around
and saying,
“this rock here
looks like that
big formation.”

How to assign
probabilities?

credit: US Glacier NPS

What I learnt along the way… 
Lesson Number 5: People make mistakes

Olierook H,. Scalzo R., Kohn D., Chandra R., Farahbakhsh E., Houseman G., Clark C., Reddy, and 
Müller D. (2019) Bayesian geological and geophysical data fusion for the construction and uncertainty 
quantification of 3D geological models



Hierarchical noise prior for classifications
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p = 0.8

By putting a (loose) prior on the probability of a correct visual ID for a formation,
we can rebalance the field observations fairly against the other sensors.

Gaussian:
“σ2 = 1.00!”

t5:
“1.0 ± 0.5”

Cauchy:
“???”

Binomial: “I’m 90.0% sure!”
Beta-binomial:

“I’m about 85-95% sure.”

(Olierook 2019)



More Results
Posterior mean Probability of Mineralogy in the  Gascoyne 

in WA
(Olierook 2019)






Why quantification of uncertainty is so important

(Beardsmore+ 2016)

Deterministic Inversion Probabilistic Inversion

Where to take the next sample?



Why quantification of uncertainty is so important.
Where to take the next sample?



Bayesian Optimization

Key idea: Choose next sampling location x by maximising an acquisition function  
over the domain of the model.

Acquisition max

Acquisition max

Unknown function Acquisition Function



Ground Water Well Optimization

Dr Roman Marchant






BADLANDS/Bayeslands (Basin and Landscape Dynamics Model)
Joint work with Basin Genesis Hub (Chandra, Muller Salles) 
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Three processes
(1) Tectonic plate movement, 
(2) diffusive processes and the 

associated smoothing effects, and
(3) water flow and the associated 

erosion

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 = 𝛻𝛻𝑞𝑞𝑠𝑠 + 𝑢𝑢

𝑞𝑞𝑠𝑠 = 𝑞𝑞𝑟𝑟 + 𝑞𝑞𝑑𝑑

z=elevation
q_s=sediment flow
u=plate tectonic uplift
q_r=Fluvial sediment flow
q_d hillside process
e=erosion rate
ε=erodibility co-efficient
P=precipitation
A =surface area
S=local slope
κ=diffusion coefficient

1. High Dimensional parameter space which 
2. Varies across time and space
3. Represent climate factors for thousands of 

millions of years

θ=(z,A,P,e)

Extending Work to other Natural Resource domains



BAYESLANDS
What did the landscape look like 25 Million years ago? 

What was the rainfall then?
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Chandra R., Müller D., …, Salles T., Cripps S. 2019, Multicore Parallel Tempering Bayeslands for 
Basin and Landscape Evolution G-cubed

Three simulated datasets

Crater

Mountain

Continental Margin



Specifying Model
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Chandra+ 2019
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Estimating Model; Parallel Tempering vs Single Chain

Crater Continental Margin

What I learnt along the way… 
Lesson Number 6: Sometimes you need to admit defeat (temporarily)



Results
Posterior Mean of Topology Trajectory Over Time 
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Chandra+ 2019

Continental Margin Mountain



Results
Posterior Mean of Topology and Uncertainty
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Chandra+ 2019

Continental Margin

Mountain

Crater



Posterior Surfaces for P and e

40

Continental Margin
Mountain

May be due to discretizing space; Results from Scalzo et al (2020) may 
help



Other Forward Models
BayesReef
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(Chandra+ et al 2020

𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑𝜕𝜕

= 𝑔𝑔(𝑓𝑓1, … ,𝑓𝑓4) + 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 + ∑
𝑗𝑗=1

𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠
𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 , 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗



Other Forward Models
BayesReef
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(Chandra+ 2020 Journal of Environmental Modelling and Software)

𝜃𝜃 = (𝑓𝑓1, … , 𝑓𝑓4,𝐴𝐴, 𝝐𝝐)

𝐲𝐲 = (𝑦𝑦1, … ,𝑦𝑦𝑇𝑇),

𝑃𝑃(𝐲𝐲|𝜃𝜃) = ∏
𝑡𝑡=1

𝑇𝑇
∏
𝑗𝑗=1

𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠
𝜋𝜋𝑗𝑗𝑡𝑡(𝜃𝜃)𝑧𝑧𝑗𝑗𝑡𝑡

𝜕𝜕𝑗𝑗𝑡𝑡 = 1 if yt = 𝑗𝑗;

zjt = 0 otherwise;



Results
Knowing the timing as well as depth of coral growth reduces 

uncertainty and improves convergence of MCMC
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Future Directions
Geological richer world parametrizations
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(“GemPy”; de la Varga & Wellmann 2018)

Since we started working with Obsidian, this open-source world-building package
came out — a professional-grade back end for our MCMC samplers.



Future Directions 
Kernelized Hamiltonian Monte Carlo
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(Strathmann+ 2015)

Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) performs well up to 50-100 dimensions.
It requires gradients — not always available from legacy forward model code.

This fast, adaptive technique approximates posterior gradients based on samples,
enabling advanced proposals for black-box forward models or priors.



Future Directions 
Different Within Chain Proposals to explore posterior

Riemannian Manifold Monte Carlo
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(Girolami & Calderhead 2011)

Uses differential geometry (at the heart of general relativity) to calculate
the (information) curvature of the posterior for a souped-up version of HMC.

Requires not just gradients but higher-order derivatives, so doesn’t scale well
to high dimensions — but could possibly combine with kernel embeddings.



Future Directions 
Different Within Chain Proposals to explore posterior

Non-Volume Preserving No-U-Turn sampler (NoVoP-NUTS)
(Afshar et al 2020)

• A non-volume preserving transition kernel 
• Preserves Hamiltonian on piecewise-continuous energy functions
• No assumptions on the geometry of the discontinuity boundaries



uncertainties
There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,

Than are dreamt of in your philosophy.
- Hamlet (1.5.167-8), Hamlet to Horatio

What I learnt along the way… 
Lesson Number 7:

Uncertainty?

Probabilistic Models
Data generating process, 

Model mismatch,Parameter
Identifiability, Choice of prior

Observations
• Missing values
• Sampling bias

• Measurement Error

Expert Opinion
• Eliciting priors

• Choice of experts

Physical Models; Finite 
Representation, Initial 

Conditions, Precision Error

Estimation Methods
• Variational Approximation

• Simulation/Marginalization error

Utilities
• Multidimensional 

Criteria

Stakeholders; 
Identification 

Attaching weights to 
stakeholders

Inference and Prediction 
Posterior Distributions 

Asymptotic Approximation

Computation; 
Marginalization 

over future 
scenarios



What I learnt along the way… 
Lesson Number 8: Work with domain specialists, data science alone is not 
enough

Uncertainty?

Probabilistic Models
Data generating process, 

Model mismatch,Parameter
Identifiability, Choice of prior

Observations
• Missing values
• Sampling bias

• Measurement Error

Expert Opinion
• Eliciting priors

• Choice of experts

Physical Models; Finite 
Representation, Initial 

Conditions, Precision Error

Estimation Methods
• Variational Approximation

• Simulation/Marginalization error

Utilities
• Multidimensional 

Criteria

Stakeholders; 
Identification 

Attaching weights to 
stakeholders

Inference and Prediction 
Posterior Distributions 

Asymptotic Approximation

Computation; 
Marginalization 

over future 
scenarios



What I learnt along the way… 
Lesson Number 9: To build trust with the public we need to be transparent 
about what we do not know and to communicate the concept of uncertainty.  

Uncertainty?

Probabilistic Models
Data generating process, 

Model mismatch,Parameter
Identifiability, Choice of prior

Observations
• Missing values
• Sampling bias

• Measurement Error

Expert Opinion
• Eliciting priors

• Choice of experts

Physical Models; Finite 
Representation, Initial 

Conditions, Precision Error

Estimation Methods
• Variational Approximation

• Simulation/Marginalization error

Utilities
• Multidimensional 

Criteria

Stakeholders; 
Identification 

Attaching weights to 
stakeholders

Inference and Prediction 
Posterior Distributions 

Asymptotic Approximation

Computation; 
Marginalization 

over future 
scenarios



What I learnt along the way… 
Lesson Number 10: Being a statistician is enormously fun. “The best thing about 
being a statistician is that you get to play in everyone’s backyard” John Tukey

Uncertainty?

Probabilistic Models
Data generating process, 

Model mismatch,Parameter
Identifiability, Choice of prior

Observations
• Missing values
• Sampling bias

• Measurement Error

Expert Opinion
• Eliciting priors

• Choice of experts

Physical Models; Finite 
Representation, Initial 

Conditions, Precision Error

Estimation Methods
• Variational Approximation

• Simulation/Marginalization error

Utilities
• Multidimensional 

Criteria

Stakeholders; 
Identification 

Attaching weights to 
stakeholders

Inference and Prediction 
Posterior Distributions 

Asymptotic Approximation

Computation; 
Marginalization 

over future 
scenarios



Being Zen

1. Be Bayesian
2. Think useful data not big data
3. All geologists, hydrologists and ecologists are not alike
4. Start with the simple case
5. There are always errors in the data; people make 

mistakes
6. There will be some problems you cannot solve; move on
7. There are many sources of uncertainty which must be 

identified and quantified for optimal decision making
8. There is no one discipline with the solution to these 

problems, we need multidisciplinary teams
9. Be honest and transparent about what is known and 

unknown
10.Have Fun

THANKYOU



Thank-you

Sally Cripps
sally.cripps@sydney.edu.au

mailto:sally.cripps@sydney.edu.au
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